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U.S. Economy Projected to Reaccelerate
After Delta-Driven Downturn
by: Ryan Kropog, CFP®, RICP®

Recently, many economists lowered their forecasts for third-quarter economic growth in large part because consumers
slowed spending amid the spread of the highly contagious Delta variant. The Covid-19 surge also complicated office and
school reopenings, turning what was expected to be a September boom into a downturn. Furthermore, continued supply
constraints—including product and worker shortages— have been more severe than many analysts anticipated, contributing
to inflation and to downgrades in growth expectations.
“I do think that this new strain has set off some alarm bells that weren’t ringing before July,” said Joel Prakken, chief U.S.
economist at IHS Markit. “The recovery is on solid footing. But it’s just not as robust as what we saw in the first half of the
year.”
But while many economists lowered their growth forecasts for the third quarter, they also raised forecasts for next year,
indicating a belief that spending and production have simply been delayed by the Delta surge, rather than lost to it. In fact,
the Federal Reserve recently raised its 2022 growth forecast to 3.8%, up from their previous projection of 3.3%.
This Summer showed that the U.S. economy is still vulnerable to the
pandemic and to potential new variants. But, each wave of rising
Covid cases appears to pose less of an economic threat, overall.
The economic drag from the Delta variant was less severe than
previous virus surges, and, because the majority of American adults
are now vaccinated, most businesses are now operating without
capacity restrictions.
In regards to the stock market, robust corporate earnings have been
an important driver of the growth we’ve seen this year. With thirdquarter earnings season now underway, we will finally get an
indication of how well corporate America is handling the Covid-driven
spending and supply-chain disruptions. We are anticipating another
strong earnings season and continue to believe that inflation is
mostly transitory and will stabilize once the economy completes its
reopening. *1
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THE MONTHLY MINUTE
WITH RYAN KROPOG, CFP®, RICP® *3

CLICK ON IMAGE ABOVE TO WATCH THE MONTHLY MINUTE.

In the August 2021 edition of The Monthly Minute,
Ryan looks at how bond yields can serve as a
barometer for the broader state of the economy.
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CLICK ON IMAGE ABOVE TO WATCH THE MONTHLY MINUTE.

In the October 2021 edition of The Monthly Minute,
Ryan explores what caused the recent market pullback
and what investors can expect moving forward.

click the headlines below to read more.*4

Experimental Brain Implant Lets Man With Paralysis Turn His Thoughts Into Words
Amazon Brings Palm Recognition to Concerts With Red Rocks Partnership
NFL Partners With Dapper Labs To Create Blockchain-backed Digital Collectibles
In 2022 Americans receiving Social Security will see the largest pay increase in 40 years
LeBron James’s Media Company Sells Minority Stake to Group That Includes Nike, Epic
Games at a $725M Valuation
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what's new at kropog financial group

COMING SOON: Jim will be hosting another LIVE webinar (2022 Market Outlook) in December.
CLICK HERE to pre-save your virtual seat.
Servicing our clients is the core of what we do. If you know of someone who has changed careers
or recently retired and would benefit from financial planning, feel free to direct them to our website
(www.KropogFinancial.com), where they can schedule an "Initial Consultation" with us.

TIME FOR YOUR NEXT REVIEW MEETING?
CLICK HERE to schedule your meeting today.

Words to Inspire
by: Suzanne Kropog

Kropog Financial Group, LLC.
2895 Hwy. 190, Suite 205
Mandeville, LA 70471

"When what you hear and what you see don’t match,
-Dale Renton
trust your eyes."

Phone: (985) 727-6724
Fax: (985) 727-6701

"In order to discover the character of people, we have only
to observe what they love."
– Augustine

Jim@KropogFinancialGroup.com
Ryan@KropogFinancialGroup.com
www.KropogFinancial.com

"Thunder is good. Thunder is impressive. But it is lightning
– Mark Twain
that does the work."
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~disclaimers~
*1 U.S. Economy Projected to Reaccelerate After Delta-Driven Downturn
Sources:
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-economy-set-to-pick-up-speed-after-delta-driven-downturn-11632907800?mod=djem10point
https://lplresearch.com/2021/10/04/september-market-insights-the-september-selloff/#more-22620
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. There is no
assurance that the views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes. Investing involves risks including possible
loss of principal. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and are subject to change.
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are unmanaged statistical
composites and cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the performance of any investment and do not reflect fees,
expenses, or sales charges. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All market and index data comes from
FactSet and MarketWatch.
Any company names noted herein are for educational purposes only and not an indication of trading intent or a solicitation of their products or
services. LPL Financial doesn’t provide research on individual equities. All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, LPL Financial
makes no representation as to its completeness or accuracy.
U.S. Treasuries may be considered “safe haven” investments but do carry some degree of risk including interest rate, credit, and market risk. Bonds
are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values will decline as interest rates rise and bonds are subject to availability
and change in price.
For a list of descriptions of the indexes referenced in this publication, please visit our website at lplresearch.com/definitions.
This Research material was prepared by LPL Financial LLC.
Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial (LPL), a registered investment advisor and broker-dealer (member FINRA/SIPC).
Insurance products are offered through LPL or its licensed affiliates. To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered
independent investment advisor that is not an LPL affiliate, please note LPL makes no representation with respect to such entity.
Not Insured by FDIC/NCUA or Any Other Government Agency
Not Bank/Credit Union Guaranteed
Not Bank/Credit Union Deposits or Obligations
May Lose Value
For Public Use – Tracking 1-05197479

*2 Chart: Real GDP growth rate, actual and forecast
Source:
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-economy-set-to-pick-up-speed-after-delta-driven-downturn-11632907800?mod=djem10point
*3 Monthly Minute with Ryan Kropog:
This material has been prepared by Kropog Financial Group, LLC. - Tracking # 1-05172828 (August Edition)
This material has been prepared by Kropog Financial Group, LLC. - Tracking # 1-05200505 (October Edition)

*4 Quick Hitters:
Links to other websites are provided solely as a convenience. Clicking on these headlines will redirect you to an alternate
website that is not operated or maintained by our office.
Sources:
Experimental Brain Implant Lets Man With Paralysis Turn His Thoughts Into Words
Amazon Brings Palm Recognition to Concerts With Red Rocks Partnership
NFL Partners With Dapper Labs To Create Blockchain-backed Digital Collectibles
In 2022 Americans receiving Social Security will see the largest pay increase in 40 years.
LeBron James’s Media Company Sells Minority Stake to Group That Includes Nike, Epic Games at a $725M Valuation
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